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BEAUTY
LUXE LASHES
Marc Jacobs, Versace and Brandon
Maxwell all went XXL with their
models’ lashes this season. To get
lashes this long and voluminous
takes work; lots of light layers of
Dior Backstage
mascara, a lash comb to separate
eyelash curler,
each lash and an eyelash curler
£20. Visit dior.com
for lots of shape and definition.
“My top tip is to heat the lash
curler with a hairdryer for a
tighter curl – just make sure it
cools down enough before you
use it,” says Caroline, whose secret
weapon is Max Factor 2000
Calorie Dramatic Volume Mascara,
£9.99, from boots.com. “It
lengthens and thickens but the
best bit is it dispenses the mascara
onto lashes lightly and evenly.”

CRAYOLA
EYE COLOURS
This season is all about a rainbow
of eye colours; from neon orange
at Self Portrait to liquid gold at
Lutz Huelle and two-tone pink at
Matty Bovan.
“Colour has been essential in
lifting our moods,” says make-up
artist Caroline Barnes. “It makes a
statement and brings out the
artistic flare in all of us.”
The simplest way to join this
trend is with eyeliner, Caroline
says. “Kohl is the easiest liner to
apply and the colours are endless,
simply applied inside the waterline
or you can go for a liquid version
and create winged shapes.”
Remember to keep the rest of
the look minimal, though.
“Otherwise it will look too
theatrical. Think flawless skin, a
few coats of mascara, groomed
brows and balmy lips.”

Charlotte Tilbury Pillow
Talk Push Up Lashes, £23.
Visit charlottetilbury.com

DOTTY NAILS
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Urban Decay 24/7
Glide-On Eye Pencil
in Goldmine,
£16. Visit
urbandecay.co.uk

SHOW
TIME

Colourful eye looks, curly lashes and cute nail art are the
catwalk trends we’re most excited about for autumn/winter.
Re-create them at home with our expert tips…
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Max Factor
Masterpiece
High Precision
Liquid
Eyeliner in
Azure,
£5.46. From
amazon.co.uk
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Charlotte Tilbury Full
Fat Lashes Mascara in
Glossy Black, £23.
From johnlewis.com

Polka-dot nails popped up at
Olivia Rubin, Rixo and Simone
Rocha, and we’re dotty for the
design. “This is so easy to recreate,” says celebrity manicurist
Kate Williamson. “After a base
coat, choose the main colour,
always making sure there’s
enough of a contrast between the
shades.” Start by applying two
coats of colour, allowing five
minutes for it to dry, so the dots
don’t bleed into the base colour.
“Once touch-dry, sporadically or
in uniform create a dot pattern,
either using a dotting tool, the
end of a thin make-up brush, or
for an even more delicate dot, a
cocktail stick.” After five minutes,
seal with a super-glossy topcoat.
The nail shape of the season?
“Oval. Short or long, it is
universally flattering. It elongates
the fingers and generally nails
grow better with this shape as
there are no edges to catch
and break.”
Seche Vite Dry Fast top
coat, £9. From boots.com

Chanel Le Vernis
Longwear Nail
Colour in Rouge
Noir, £22. Visit
chanel.com

Nars Climax Extreme
Mascara, £22. Visit
narscosmetics.co.uk

Rixo

Tweezerman folding
lash comb, £11. From
lookfantastic.com

Essie Nail Care Cuticle
Oil Apricot Treatment,
£8.99; visit
lookfantastic.com

Nails.Inc
White Out
nail polish,
£11. Visit
nailsinc.com
Tweezerman
Neon Hot
Filemates, £6
for three. From
johnlewis.com
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